The comfort bed insert
for a new attitude towards life
Relaxing sleep, a new awareness of life – that’s what many people dream of. But while they use adjustable seats for a healthier posture at work or in the car, they sleep on a rigid mattress at night.

Our comfort bed insert Lindeo offers much more. It can easily be placed into an existing bed frame where it unfolds all the amenities of an electrically adjustable bed.

With mattress base widths of 90 or 100 cm, it fits in almost all solid bed frames. At the same time, the homelike appearance of the bedroom remains intact, because the Lindeo is not visible in the bed frame. Its possibilities leave nothing to be desired. With its lift function from 29 to 74 cm, it offers everyone the ideal height for easily getting in and out of bed (picture 2). At the maximum height, the mattress turns into a practical surface for packing a suitcase or changing the sheets (picture 3).

The 4-section mattress base can be adjusted into many comfortable and health enhancing positions with the help of a handset. With raised backrest and thigh rest it creates an optimal position for relaxed reading and watching TV or breakfast in bed (picture 1).

Treat yourself to more quality of life

Relaxing sleep, a new awareness of life – that’s what many people dream of. But while they use adjustable seats for a healthier posture at work or in the car, they sleep on a rigid mattress at night.

Our comfort bed insert Lindeo offers much more. It can easily be placed into an existing bed frame where it unfolds all the amenities of an electrically adjustable bed. With mattress base widths of 90 or 100 cm, it fits in almost all solid bed frames. At the same time, the homelike appearance of the bedroom remains intact, because the Lindeo is not visible in the bed frame.

Its possibilities leave nothing to be desired. With its lift function from 29 to 74 cm, it offers everyone the ideal height for easily getting in and out of bed (picture 2). At the maximum height, the mattress turns into a practical surface for packing a suitcase or changing the sheets (picture 3).

The 4-section mattress base can be adjusted into many comfortable and health enhancing positions with the help of a handset. With raised backrest and thigh rest it creates an optimal position for relaxed reading and watching TV or breakfast in bed (picture 1).

Features

- Lift function with large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm, also suitable for bed frames with low height
- Fits into almost every bed with a compact chassis of 69 x 113 cm
- Feet with floor-level adjustment screws, adaptable feet for a height increase of 7 cm available
- 4-section mattress base adjustable with electric motors, lower leg rest manually adjustable with ratchet (orthopaedic position)
- intuitive operation with a handset
- loadable up to 200 kg
- safe 24-volt drive system contributes to relieving the environment
- warranty conditions can be found in the operating instructions
- other supportive functions for seniors are possible

3 mattress base dimensions:
- 90 x 190 cm
- 90 x 200 cm
- 100 x 200 cm

In the sleeping position, the Lindeo remains invisible in the bed frame.